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About This Game

 Alien Invasion Tower Defense

Alien Invasion TD is a new strategy 3D game with an exciting new design, campaign mode, endless mode, players custom-built
levels and PVP online multiplayer.

The aim is to defend against waves of approaching enemies by placing and upgrading your defense towers, recruiting units and
using special attacks and boosts. You will be challenged to reconsider your tactics and use different towers and heroes to

complete the mission. Each mission has three levels of difficulty and two special modes with player handicap.

Towers

Building and upgrading towers to attack enemies – each tower with its own unique advantages and upgrades – will enable you to
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overpower the waves of enemies.

The following towers are available:

Tesla Tower - electricity bounce

Cannon Tower - AOE

Plasma Tower - freeze effect rate

Soldier Tower - recruit soldiers

Each tower has nine different types of upgrades and improvements.

Heroes

There are a total of four heroes to unlock, each with its own unique skills which will aid you in different circumstances. At each
level you can use up to two heroes. Different heroes are superior at different levels – select the right ones or you will face

staggering defeat.

Willy - fast speed and high damage, he can place mines to stop the alien swarm.

Kristy - armed with her rocket launcher, she is able to inflict substantial AOE damage and has a special freeze missile.

Thunder - equipped with a sniper rifle and a jetpack, he has a deadly long-range attack.

Dave - high health and armor combined with a lethal shotgun and a grenade-launcher to block enemies.

Enemies

The aliens won't show you any mercy so you better watch out! There are 15 unique enemies with different traits which will
make you reconsider your tactics at each level. The awesome stuff they can do includes teleporting, speed-boosting, sniping,

freezing and destroying towers and more.

Online Multiplayer PVP

The game has a real-time multiplayer mode in which you need to both attack and defend.
You earn a special currency throughout the battle which can be used to send more enemies to your opponent when you see a

hole in his defense.
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Public matchmaking

Private games

Custom Level Builder and Browser

The custom level builder allows you to create your very own maps and publish them for all to use! You can browse, preview and
play the maps and even leave a review. This lets you enjoy the experience of building and sharing with the community.

Highly customizable wave-builder

Three map sizes

Build your own map with up to three paths

Create up to 15 waves of enemies

Designate tower locations and place other props

Save your progress

Publish the map
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this game was fun until the idiotic freezing effect from certain mobs then it became a clicker and you cant upgrade your towers
because you have to click on every tower 4 times to break the ice. also you cant choose targets with your towers decent for the
price but annoying mechanics ruin it late in the game.. Its a fun game but I have run into a snag where I cannot move around
with my mouse, the game does not scroll in reponse to my mouse movements

It is simple and fun and cheap, sorta like twiddling your thumbs, I highly recommmend. It's ok for the price, I guess - although
there are better free alternatives....
Multiplayer is also pretty much non-existant (because nobody plays it)

FYI: there are no trading cards (unlike the store page suggests)
and the developer does not seem to read or post anything here on steam. After the first few levels, I thought this might turn out
to be a cutsie, easy game - I was wrong!

A lot of thought is needed.

Great bang per buck game.. After the first few levels, I thought this might turn out to be a cutsie, easy game - I was wrong!

A lot of thought is needed.

Great bang per buck game.. this game was fun until the idiotic freezing effect from certain mobs then it became a clicker and
you cant upgrade your towers because you have to click on every tower 4 times to break the ice. also you cant choose targets
with your towers decent for the price but annoying mechanics ruin it late in the game.
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It's a really well made tower deffence. It starts of easy but don't let that fool you. It becomes hard quickly and you need to think
it out. I have not beaten it yet at the time of this review. i highly suggest getting this game.. Easy going tower defense , i like it ,
good challenge ,but only four towers you can upgrade , four heroes you can choose from, five levels for each map,many foes
and bosses.For the price you cant go wrong.. It's a really well made tower deffence. It starts of easy but don't let that fool you. It
becomes hard quickly and you need to think it out. I have not beaten it yet at the time of this review. i highly suggest getting this
game.. Great tower defence, love the "build your own map" feature. To bad there are not many active players, would love to try
out the multiplayer.. It's ok for the price, I guess - although there are better free alternatives....
Multiplayer is also pretty much non-existant (because nobody plays it)

FYI: there are no trading cards (unlike the store page suggests)
and the developer does not seem to read or post anything here on steam. Easy going tower defense , i like it , good challenge ,but
only four towers you can upgrade , four heroes you can choose from, five levels for each map,many foes and bosses.For the
price you cant go wrong.. Its a fun game but I have run into a snag where I cannot move around with my mouse, the game does
not scroll in reponse to my mouse movements

It is simple and fun and cheap, sorta like twiddling your thumbs, I highly recommmend. Great tower defence, love the "build
your own map" feature. To bad there are not many active players, would love to try out the multiplayer.
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